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The rate formulation for the quasistatic boundary value problem is rephrased after a brief discussion 
of "weak coupling" between thermal and mechanical processes. This description of the mecha
nical problem under non-isothermal conditions forms the basis for the subsequent finite element 
discretisation (matrix displacement method). First, a number of two dimensional finite element 
displacement models are investigated in regard to their strain approximation, bearing in · 
mind that no thermal stresses should arise from linear temperature distributions. Subsequently, 
various possibilities are presented to approximate the spatial distribution of plastic work within 
higher order displacement models. 

After this review of approximation problems, constitutive relations in thermal environments are 
discussed with special consideration of temperature dependent material properties. 

First, the I inear theory of uncoupled thermoelasticity is restated and extended to non-isother
mal problems. For temperature dependent material properties there exists a fundamental dif
ference between the hyper- and hypoelastic description of the matedal behaviour. Both for
mulations are discussed and applied to solve the thermoelastic problem of a cylinder with a 

. I 

spherical cavity under transient thermal conditions exhibiting temperature dependent material 
properties. 

Subsequently, the elasto-plastic constitutive law is reformulated to incorporate a temperature 
dependent loading function. This general material relation is then restricted to the von Mises 
yield criterion and to the Prandtl-Reuss hardening rule in order to obtain quantitative thermo
elasto-plastic stress-strain relations for temperature dependent material properties. Moreover, 
the formulation is extended to incorporate creep effects, for which the prescribed thermal strains 
are supplemented by initial creep strains at the beginning of each time interval. The applica
tion of this material law to a realistic engineering example is illustrated on a pressure vessel 
nozzle under steady state conditions exhibiting temperature dependent material properties . 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Highly stressed components of aircrafts, jet engines, turbines and nuclear reactors are required 
to perform a complex pattern of operating · schedules. A common problem arises thereby due to 
operating schemes which give rise to rapid changes of temperature and loading and hence to 
local plastic deformation and associated residual stresses. Under full operation these stresses 
are further redistributed due to creep and relaxation. 

The objective of this paper is a realistic stress analysis of structural components under steady 
state or transient temperature and mechanical loading conditions. At elevated temperatures 
most materials exhibit strain-rate sensitivity, creep, relaxation and plastic deformations at 
stress levels much smaller than at room temperature. These phenomena and prior deformation 
history have considerable effect on subsequent deformation behaviour, all of which should be 
considered when stresses are computed throughout the structure as function of time. Some of 
these aspects are accounted for within the theory of thermoelasticity, thermoplasticity and 
thermal creep which form the scope of this paper. 

Under the assumption of quasistatic motion and weak thermomechanical coupling the solution 
of the thermal stress analysis reduces to two separate tasks: First, at each instant of time the 
temperature distribution of the structural component is determined independently of the mecha
nical state. Second, for these thermal conditions the stress analysis is carried out for pre
scribed temperature and mechanical loading conditions accounting for temperature dependence 
of the material properties. For the mechanical response analysis it is assumed that no distinc
tion need to be made between deformed and undeformed configuration and that the linear strain 
displacement relationships provide a proper measure of deformation. For quasi-static motion it 
is inferred that as a result of heat conduction temperatures change so gradually that the veloci
ties remain sma 11. 

The finite element method (matrix displacement method) provides a tool reducing the solution 
of complex initial value and boundary value problems of heat conduction and stress distribution 
to the mere application of computer programs. In the present paper this method is first applied 
to the determination of the transient temperature distribution for a given thermal environment 
which then forms the input for the subsequent thermomechanical response analysis. The main 
advantage of treating both problems with the finite element method is due to the fact that the 
same spatial discretisation can be used for the heat conduction and the associated stress ana
lysis, reducing the preparation of input data to a minimum. 

II THERMOMECHANICAL COUPLING AND HEAT CONDUCTION 

The present investigation is restricted to thermomechanical processes of small deformations and 
slow temperature changes, in other words, only uncoupled problems are considered in which 
inertia effects remain negligible. 

The general heat balance equation is briefly reviewed hereafter to discuss in short the assump
tions in regard to thermomechanical coupling. For non-isothermal processes recourse has to be 
taken to the laws of thermodynamics. If the equations for conservation of mass, momentum and 
energy are supplemented by the proper constitutive equations of e.g. thermoelasticity the 
local heat balance equation may be expressed as (see 1,2] , 
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where T denotes the absolute temperature, 'v T the temperature gradient, ~ the measure 
of total deformation, S the distributed heat s~rce, ; the material conducti~ity, s'o the 
mass density before deformation and 'r. the free energy function also cal led after Helmholtz. 
Two sources of coup I ing may be distinguished: 

a) Material Coupling: 

Conductivity 

Free energy 

b) Physical Coupling: 

\i = [ ('a' , T, VT) 
r..l ,.._,. r-1 r".J 

¥ r Ir Ci J T) 
{ 

from the principle of 

equipresence of state variables 

Presence of ~ in equation (1). 
,.., 

There is very little experimental evidence indicating that the conductivity t is a function 
of deformation; in most cases even the dependence on temperature gradients must be neglected 
due to lack of data. Normally,the free energy Ip is a function of both, the deformation and 
the temperature, whereby the second term of the righthand side of equations (1) is solely de
pendent on temperature implying that material coupling is negligible if physical coupling does 
not occur. The importance of the physical coupling term involving i' becomes clearer if one 
considers an adiabatic process for which ,., 

;/t.l 2/1., , 
x : ~ ~-T- T m 8h cT ..., d T2. 

Equation (2) suggests that physical coupling disappears for quasistatic motions, where the 
body moves slowly through a sequence of equilibrium positions without exhibiting inertia effects. 
Vice versa for the gradual process of heat conduction, where temperatures vary slowly, the ve
locities remain so small that inertia effects can be neglected. From these observations it can 
be concluded that thermomechanical coupling should be considered in the case of e.g. thermo
elasto dynamics, but not in the case of thermoelasto statics. For the solution of certain re
stricted ·classes of coupled thermoelastic field problems using the finite element method, the 
reader may consult for example references [3], [4] and (5). 

Since the present investigation deals exclusively with the thermomechanical response analysis, 
the heat conduction analysis is summarized only briefly. Among the first presentations of the 
finite element discretisation of the uncoupled heat balance equation one should mention refe
rences [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], in which the latter three also include the transient case. The dis
cretised form of the heat balance equation may be written in matrix notation as 

• 
C T + llT = Q (3) 

C denotes the consistent heat capacity matrix, K the heat conductivity matrix and Q the 
thermal flux vector. This coupled set of first order differential equations is solved for the tem
perature distribution either by direct time integration or by spectral decomposition (mode super
position) similarly to procedures used for the dynamic response analysis. Explicit and implicit 
techniques can be applied for the solution of the parabolic problem. Normally only single step 
algorithms are feasible because of the excessive storage and stability requirements of multistep 

* Invariant notation is used to formulate the equations of continuum mechanics. The symbols 
,..., , : , • denote vectorfields, tensor contraction and inner products. 
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techniques. The Wilson-Nickell algorithm [7], a mid-step algorithm similar to the Crank
Nicholson procedure, is utilized in the present investigation. Reference [10) gives a more 
detailed account of the finite element technique employed to solve the accompanying tempe
rature problem. 

111 QUASISTATIC FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION 

!n the context of non-isothermal thermomechc nical prob!em5 there are hvc possibilitles to de 
:;cribe the initia l value prc b!em, e lthe r by diffe re nt ial e r by integral fo rmu latlon. In exten
sion cf the standard lncrementcl description this investigation is based on the rate (differential) 
formulation, as the thermomechanical constitutive relations are defined in the same form. The 
time dependence may not be omitted in this context, since the stress-strain re lations contain, 
in general, non-homogeneous expressions of stress- and strain-rates, e.g. for creep and relax
ation. 

l. Formulation of Initial Value Problem 

The governing field equations can be separated into static and kinematic relations, which take 
in invariant notation the fol lowing form 

Quasistatic Equilibrium ~ v.ro + ~ = 0 

prescribed 

. t 
6 lo ~ 

. 
h • lo ~ 

-
f 

(4) 

Kinematic Relations 

~ 
I (Vi::- -+ V ;.;._t ) 

T 

prescribed 
.!. 

.u. : il. (5) 

An appropriate generalisation of the principle of virtual work provides an equivalent statement 
to equations (4) and (5). Expressing the virtual work in virtual velocities and equating it to 
zero one obtains the fol lowing relation 

~J~t- ~ d.V= jJ~~/-fd.v T IJt-ecl.S (6) 
V ~ V J 

Equation (6) may be interpreted in the following way: If the virtual work is zero for any arbi-
trary infinitesimal virtual velocity field satisfying the kinematic relations (5), the mechanical 
system is in quosistotic equilibrium. Hence, the principle con be used to construct the quasi -
static relations (4)., if stress-strain rate relations ore introduced. This procedure forms the basis 
for the finite element approximation method, using displacement models. For problems where 
the virtual work expression remains homogeneous in the rate terms the time derivatives can be 
omitted yielding the well-known incremental formulation for the solution of non-linear problems. 

It should be emphasized that the principle of virtual work can be readily applied to non-conser
vative loading and that the constitutive relations need not be derivable from potential functions. 
The generalisation of the virtual work formulation is hence more flexible than alternative de
scriptions of the initial value problem using extensions of stationary variational principles. 

For the complete formulation of the quasistatic problem equations (4) and (5) need to be supple
mented by appropriate initial conditions at time t = o 
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Initial static conditions: n-5 Eo l n. c;- fo 11 natural conditions 11 (7) 

Initial kinematic conditions: 
_:_ 

ll ~o 

lL -~o (8) 

2. Fin ite Element D iscret isation 

The virtual work equation (6) is now approximated with the help of finite element displace
ment models to construct a discrete form of the quasistatic re lotions. The finite element 
approximations may be written in matrix notation" as fol lows: 

Velocity field 
. 

4'u • (9) ll = ~u . 
½'I. • 

Initial strain-rate field 'l = ~'1 ( 10) 

• 
~,; 

• 
Initial stress-rate field 't' = f<t: ( 11) 

• Vi>u Total strain-rate fi e ld ~ = e...+ "'l C ~" ( 12) 

Effective stress-rate field 6' • E. e. :a E. (~--rt)= E ~ +i. 

(V¥u 
. 

tit ~11.> = E: ~IJ - ( 13) 

= E 'v½u fu + er~ i~ ( 14) 

The displacement interpolation c:p 0 forms the basis for the spatial approximation of the dis
placement field U. with ~u denoting the column vector of nodal velocity values. The spatial 
distribution of elastically suppressed initial strains or equivalent initial stresses are described 
by the interpolation function cp'l.and 4),:, From a comparison of equations (13) and (i4) it 
should be noted that both initial load approximations must satisfy the relation 

( 15) 

The initial stress and strain concept was introduced already in 1954 by the senior author [11] 
within the context of matrix (finite element) analysis of structures. It provides an ideal mecha
nism to ac-:ount for elastically suppressed deformations arising from environmental conditions, 
such as temperature, moisture, irradiation, as well as mechanical conditions, such as non
linearity, e.g. plasticity and creep. Within the frame of the generalised principle of virtual 
work all initial loads have to be considered prescribed with the exception of the instantaneous 
plastic strains or stresses which should be derived from the total strain-rate field ~ • 

Substituting t he field approximations into the virtual work equation one obtains the well-known 
quasistatic equilibrium equations for a typical finite element 

k ~u = -P + "J ( 16) 

* Bold founts denote matrices and vectors 
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The element quantities are defined as follows 

Stiffness 

Nodal forces 

Initial loads 

k = )v'~:E~q>udV 
V 

p: )4>!~,dvf, + ~4'~ q,,dS fp 
• V t • S 

J = ~ v''Pu E q,, dV ~Tl 

" 
=-)V ~= ~,: dV ~-c 

V 

( 17) 

( 18) 

{19) 

Subsequently, the individual element quantities are assembled with the help of the displace
ment method furnishing the desired quasistatic equilibrium equations of the structure 

• • 
Kr == R + R7 (20) 

3. Certain Remarks on Finite Element Approximations 

In the previous section it was mentioned that two types of initial stresses and strains should be 
distinguished, those whose spatial variation is prescribed e.g. due to given temperature dis
tribution and those whose variation should be derived from the displacement approximation, 
e.g. in the case of plasticity. The first part of this section deals with the occurrence of resi
dual stresses which arise in the case of certain finite element approximations although the 
continuum is stress-free. The second part is concerned with additional approximations invol
ving higher order elements where ,the spatial distribution of plastic work is represented by 
various interpolation schemes, instead of being derived from the variation of the total strain 
field. 

a) Representation of Linear Strain States 

Using the compatibility equations of elasticity (l] it can be shown that linear strain distribu
tions satisfying internal compatibility do not give rise to effective stresses within a three
dimensional continuum, if no constraints are enforced due to kinematic boundary conditions. 
Within the context of thermal problems this implies that no effective temperature stresses may 
occur for linearly varying temperature fields. Hence, for a finite element discretisation of 
the continuum the selected total strain variation)/ should contain linear strain states within 
each element. From equation (13) the linearly varying temperature distribution is described 
by initial strains as follows 

T=-a.+-b>C - "le=-~,o<T 
where a and b are scalars and q,, denotes a linear interpolation scheme. If the effective 
stresses should remain zero 

G" =- E ( V 4>u ~u - q>, o< T ) =- 0 

hence 

V 4>u ~. q>, {21 ) 

Note, that equation {21) holds only symbolically, implying that the order of variation of 
the displacement gradientsV4\,should contain linear strain states. General finite element 
theory states that the finite element approximation must include rigid-body modes as well as 
constant strain states to ensure convergence in the energy sense {completeness requirement, 
see e.g. [12] ). Equ. (21) represents a further restriction on the finite element approxima
tion, 'if artificial residual stresses due to linear initial strains are to be avoided. Although 
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this requ irement is not necessary for energy convergence, the exact reproduction of linear 
strain variation is a highly desirable featu re for practical applications. 

The question arises 'now about the additional restrictions o 1 t he finite element approximation, 
wh:ch are necessary to retain linear strain states. To simplify the a!gebra,only the u -dis 
place me nt component is considered together with its varia' ion in the x -direct ion. The other 
components of the vector field fo! !ow the same arf, ..:ment. · It is ob :ous that a n element con
tal ns linear strain states, if the approximated displa e men; field is ab:e to vary with the square 
of the coordinates at any point of the element. In othe r words, if the nodal displacements are 
defined by 

2 
where Q isascalar, (22) 

then u = a x' should be satisfied everywhere. Substituting these nodal displacements into the 
finite element approximation of equation (9), one obtains 

T 2. 2. 
=- ct-, . Qx. =- ct .:T-, .><· TuL L "±'uL L 

(23) 

If the element geometry is described by the interpolation scheme qi" , then 

X ·- f x j >< i (24) 

and 

The I inear strain condition is satisfied if equations (23) and (25) yield identical results at 
every point of the element leading to the fol lowing condition 

(25) 

<I\,; Y~ ~ ( f"'~xJ 2 (26) 

We recal I that <P~ denotes the approximation of the displacement field defined by i nodes, 
while er: denotes the description of the element geometry which may be defined by .i nodes. 
Condition (26) demonstrates clearly that in isoparametric elements where <p,. = Pu linear 
stra in states are not contained. 

lsoparametric elements: with 

Linear strain condition: 

j (27) 

(28) 

Equality in equation (28) cannot be achieved due to the presence of the mixed terms on the 
right-hand side. The linear strain condition (26) suggests that subparametric elements where 
~u :J<p"can reproduce linear strain states if the order of the displacement approximation con

tains the square of the geometric approximation. For example, consider a linear interpolation 
scheme for the geometry and a quadratic one for the displacements 

with and (29) 

One may expect satisfaction of the linear strain condition if 

(30) 
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Since algebra is extremely tedious, it is considered preferable to investigate the linear strain 
condition for a number of well established displacement models using numerical experiments. 
For simplicity, a square membrane subjected to linear temperature variation is chosen to assess 
the appearance and order of magnitude of residual stresses, Fig. l illustrates the geometrical 
and material properties of the problem together with the boundary conditions and temperature 
loading. The plane membrane is discretised by 25 nodes, each with two in-plane degrees of 
freedom, using Lagrangian interpolation. The effect of two parameters is investigated, the 
order of geometric approximation and the order of displacement approximation. 

Fig. 2 i I lustrates the finite element lay-out of Phase I, where only square elements or isosceles 
triangles are used. This discretisation implies that q>,.=-½ 0 , which is synonymous to a constant 
"Jacobian". It also shows the element types used for the analysis, the linear displacement 
models like TRIM 3 and QUAM4 with cliu = <f? , , and the quadratic displacement models like 
TRIM6, (14}, QUAM8 {401, l411 and QUAM9 [42}, having <pu=-<{)1 with the excep
tion of QUAM 8 where 4.'u c <p 1 • 

Fig. 3 illustrates the finite element lay-out of Phase II, where general quadrilateral and trian
gular elements are used. This discretisation implies that ~" =- 4', , which is synonymous to a 
linear variation of the Jacobian. 

Finally, Fig, 4 shows the curvilinear finite element lay-out of Phase Ill, where isoparametric 
quadrilateral and triangular elements are used [421, [43] • This discretisation implies that 

4>,, =- 4:\, which is synonymous to a quadratic variation of the Jacobian. The associat ed curved 
elements are denoted by QUAMC 9 and TRIMC 6. 

The results of this investigation are summarised in Table 1, where values for the residual st resses 
are given which arise solely from the finite element approximation. The mean square root of 
all nodal octaheder normal st resses and shear stresses are presented in percent of the 
initial thermal stresses after averaging first the nodal values. 

E = 1.0 
Tll1M3 QUAM-4 TRIM6 0UAM8 OUAM9 TIUMC6 OUAMC9 

V : 0.0 b D ~ n n b 6 a = 1.0 

h = 1.0 '1>" . ~ <Z>u • '1>, '1>" • <1>2 <Z>u • <1>1 '1>" • <1>1 <Z>u • <1>1 <Z>u ' <1>1 

Pho1e I 

EE 
iio I .85 3 .88 0 0 0 

To <1>, • <1>0 
1 .88 5 .79 0 0 0 

Phase II 

rn ii 2 . 15 3 .34 0 0 .30 0 0 

-

<I),. <1>, To 2.37 4 .86 0 0 .5' 0 

Phase Ill 

EE 
ii 12.50 30.67 

0 

- -

<Z>, • <1>2 fo U . 17 34 .34 

Tobie I R~idual Streues in Percent of Preicribed Temperature Strcme1 
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The results for TRIM6 and QUAM9 clearly confirm that elements with a quadratic or biqua
dratic displacement field and a linear or bilinear geometric description do contain exactly 
the linear strain states, which must be expected from equation (30). All other elements give 
rise to residual stresses due to linear variation of initial thermal strains. This has to be expec
ted for the constant strain triangle TRIM3 and the associated quadrilateral QUAM4, since 
they simply cannot reproduce linear strain states due to the low order of the displacement 
approximation. The residual stresses from QUAM4 are consistently worse than those of 
TRIM3, because simple averaging of the linear initial strains is only possible for the TRIM3. 
It is interesting to note that the element QUAM8 does not contain the linear strain states for 
a linearly varying Jacobian, since it is based on an incomplete quadratic displacement inter
polation. Furthermore, the isoporametric elements TRIMC6 and QUAMC9 create considerable 
residual stresses due to their "geometric distortion". It should be remarked that a ~ore severe 
distortion of the elements gives rise to even larger residual stresses, an eccentric positioning 
of the midside nodes being particularly harmful to the quality of stresses. 

The variation of some residual stresses is illustrated in form of contourline plots on Figs. 5 to 
8. There the distribution of octahedershear,which is normalised in respect to the initial ther
mal stress, is shown for Phase II and Ill using the isoparametric elements TRIM3, QUAM4, 
TRIMC6 and QUAMC9. It should be mentioned that some resulting stress components are of 
an order higher than the octahederstresses which are proportional to the first and second st ress 
invariant. Moreover, the contour line plots are based on average nodal values which are 
used as base points for a linear interpolation scheme; hence they can not reflect the stagge
ring discontinuities of stress components which occur e.g. at the center node raising the old 
question of an appropriate stress evaluation. When using average nodal values, it is quite 
clear that the amount of data handling reduces considerably for nodes on the element boun
dary versus internal element nodes. Furthermore, the user is mainly interested in the values 
at the corner nodes which are easily identified and which also allow a very useful check of 
the accuracy of the finite element idealisation for nodes where the "natural" boundary con
ditions should be satisfied. On the other hand it is interesting to note that the stress distr i
butior,i in the interior of an element seems less affected by the geometric distortion discussed 
above. This is particularly true in the vicinity of the element centroid suggesting the use of 
centroidal stress points. 

Since this investigation is rather preliminary in nature, only a few observations could be 
made. In conclusion one can say that the subparametric elements TRIM6 and QUAM9 are 
preferable to other elements as they do not give rise to artificial residual stresses in case of 
linear initial stress or strain problems. Caution should be exercised in the case that distorted 
elements are used to describe the geometry of the structure. Especially the eccentricity of 
the midside nodes impairs the resulting stress distribution which may offset the improvement 
gained by a more accurate geometric representation of the real structure. 

b) Plastic Work Approximation in Higher Order Elements 

For finite element displacement models the kinematic assumptions form the basis for the de
scription of internal energy within each element. Given a unique relationship between 
stresses and total strains the spatial variation of internal energy is completely determined by 
the distribution of total strains. It is obvious that non-linear constitutive laws create addi
tional problems for, representing stresses or initial strains in higher order elements, in which 
the total strain distribution var ies inside the element. In what follows, certain questions of 
approximation a re dealt with in connection with the tangential stiffness method as applied to 
the elasto-plastic analysis using higher order elements. 
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The incremental elasto-plastic stress-strain relation is described by 

(31) 

For duality of the transformation laws the states of stress and strain are defined for the case 
of plane stress by 

(32) 

For isotropic materials and the von Mises yield criterion with the Prandtl-Reuss flow rule the 
elasto-plastic material law can be written as follows [38] 

with 

3 s =- --- <> 
2 G' D 

where the subscript 1> denotes deviatoric components and where ~ , the plastic strain
hardening parameter, is obtained from uniaxial data 

~ I • 

1. -r = 1 €-

The linear elastic material law reads for the isotropic case 

E. = 2 G (13 + 1 ~ v e2,,e~,) 

with 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

A more detailed derivation of the elasto-plastic relationships is given in Section IV for tri
axial conditions. 

The elasto-plastic element stiffness is obtained simply by replacing the linear elastic material 
law in the expression of the strain energy density by its elasto-plastic extension, such that 

(38) 

\J 

Note, that in this case the elasto-plastic stiffness refers to the straining modes fll' , which 
are identical with the so-called natural deformation modes(>,. introduced in U3]. It is 
obvious that the integral in (38) has to be evaluated numerically even for simple element 
configurations. 

The question arises now about the representation of the elasto-plastic material law fo r devia
toric stresses which vary within the element domain. Basically, there are two possible avenues 
for implementing the tangential stiffness formulation using higher order elements: The direct 
integration route involving the construction of the elasto-plastic material law (33) at every 
pivot point of the numerical integration scheme, and the interpolation of the nonlinear stress
strain law from a chosen set of base points which can be written as 
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(39) 

Our main goal is now to obtain quantitative results for the effect of the different schemes 
when forming the elasto-plastic stiffness matrix. To this end, the spectrum of eigenvalues 
of the difference matrix between the reference and current stiffness provides a convenient 
norm to measure the difference of internal energy between two associated matrices. This 
method has proven useful in [45] to compare stiffness matrices of an element family having 
identical nodal configurations. The total internal energy rate of an elasto-plastic element 
is given by 

u = p 

This increment of internal energy can be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues of k'P 1n 

the fol lowing form 

increments • 
where any set of nodal strain /\ ~ )( can be represented as a linear combination of the 
set of eigenvectors X . The spectrum of eigenvalues of ~ represents a measure for the 
total internal energy rate of an element, hence this tool can also be utilized to determine 

(40) 

(4 l) 

the energy difference between a reference element and the element currently under investiga
tion. It should be emphasized that only the eigenvalues of the difference matrix k,- kc 
form a proper measure of this energy in contradistinction to the difference of eigenval ues of 
each individual stiffness matrix which in general do not correspond to the same eigenvectors. 
Thus 

(42) 

X denotes the matrix of orthonormal eigenvectors of the difference mat rix kl"- kc. and 6.. 
stands for a diagonal matrix containing all eigenvalues. 

The associated spectral radius of the difference matrix forms a suitable norm to measure the 
'tlistance" between the reference stiffness and the current stiffness under investigation. The 
spread of eigenvalues indicates the variation of the difference between the two matrices for 
all possible deformation states, while the arithmetic mean yields a value illustrating the 
deviation of internal energy representation which can be expected in an average sense. Note 
that only positive 'or negative definite difference matrices permit a simple conclusion about 
the current stiffness being more flexible or more stiff than the reference stiffness. 
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In genera l the element stiffness is ('lffected by two parameters, the material prope rties and the 
geometry, For the present considerat ions, attention is restricted to an equilateral linear strain 
triangle TRIM6, where the geometric effects are 1·minated nd where the tota: strain variation 
is defined by the I inear interpolation scheMe 

(43) 

A represf'nta t ive chn ice for the 11 true11 variation of ~i-~ e lasto-pl9stic mate rial law fo rms th e 
mai n difficul ty in ll lust rating the eva luation of the _lasto-plasti c :tiffness matrix usi ng d ifferent 
interpolation and integration schemes. In order to avoid any bias in the representation of the 
material law, it should be assumed that the whole el e ment domain plastifies instantaneously, 
while for simplicity the deviatoric stress components vary linearly over the element domain, as 
illustrated in Fig. 9, This stress assumption is valid for incipient plastic deformation only 
where no plastic deformation history yet distorts the linear stress distribution in the element. 
It should be mentioned that this condition cannot be realized since for a linear stress distri
bution the equivalent stresses form a second order surface over the element domain for which 

(44) 

To achieve instantaneous plastification of the whole element it has to be further assumed, 
either that the yield limit varies over the element domain according to the shape of the equi
valent stress or that the plastic deformation history is followed only at the point where 
ri=- ~ ... ;.,.. We adopt below the second line of thought with the fol lowing material properties 
assuming that constant strain hardening, as illustrated in Fig. 10, prevails throughout the ele
ment and that the plastic deformation histories of other points need not be considered. 

In the example , the following data were assumed: 

Yield Stress: -
I 9.4 kp/mm 

2 
~~ ==-

J o. 3 kp/mm 
2 

Strain Hardening: ::: 

Elastic Modulus: E. ::::.. 2 100 0 kp/mm 
2 

Poisson's Ratio: V = o . ~ 

The elasto-plastic stiffness matrix calcu lated with a 30 x 30 Gaussian quadrature rule is re
garded as the 11 exact 11 reference stiffness for the subsequent investigation of various matrices. 
This implies that the elasto-plastic material law is evaluated at the 900 pivot points for the 
assumed distribution of deviatoric stresses and material constants. Subsequently,, elasto-plastic 
stiffness matrices are constructed either by direct integration involving the evaluation of the 
elasto-plastic material law from the governing stress distribution of the pivot point considered, 
or by interpolat ion from a chosen set of base points. We then compare these elasto-plastic 
st iffness matrices with the reference matrix using the concept of eigenvalues of each difference 
matrix mentioned above. 

The following numerical integration schemes are selected for comparison: l point, 2 point, 
3 point, 4 point , 6 point and 12 point Gaussian quadrature rules. The range of eigenvalues is 
illustrated in Fig. 11 for each stiffness difference mat rix . 
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{46) 

Order of Integration: int. = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12 

The results are plotted in terms of the numbers of material data points which coincide in this 
case with the number of pivot points of the quadrature rule. 

This presentation is particularly useful since it illustrates the deviation of the elasto-plastic 
stiffness from the reference stiffness as function of the amount of the necessary data handling. 

Alternatively to the direct integration route, five Lagrangian interpolation schemes shown in 
Fig. 12 are selected to approximate the distribution of the elasto-plastic material law over the 
element domain. Besides the constant, I inear, quadratic and cubic interpolations, a piecewise 
linear interpolation scheme over triangular subregions, as proposed in [44], is chosen to rep
resent the material law. The elasto-plastic stiffness is evaluated using a 30 x 30 Gaussian 
quadrature rule, but in contradistinction to the reference stiffness, only the base points of the 
interpolation scheme now form material data points. The range of eigenvalues is illustrated 
in Fig. 13 for each stiffness difference matrix. Again the results are presented in terms of the 
number of material data points involved in different interpolation schemes to allow a direct 
comparison with the range of eigenvalues of the direct integration methods. Note that only 
linear interpolation preserves the positive definiteness of the material law within the element 
domain. E.g. Fig. 14 illustrates the non-positive definite material regions which are arti
fically introduced by cubic interpolation even though the material law at the base points is 
positive definiter therefore, Fig. 13 shows two different results for the cubic interpolation as 
the elasto-p lastic stiffness can be evaluated either neglecting or considering the type of mate
rial law encountered at each pivot point, the second of which may lead to a non-positive 
definite stiffness matrix. From these observations it is quite clear that higher order interpo
lat ion of the material law should be avoided altogether since it changes the character of the 
~aterial law instead of improving its representation. ' 

Comparing Fig. 11 and Fig. 13 one can see the distortion of the "exact" elasto-plastic 
stiffness due to the direct integration method and the interpolation method for the same 
number of material data points involved. It seems that the interpolation schemes yield con
sistently worse results than the corresponding direct integration schemes except for the linear 
interpolation over triangular subregions. This method of material representation offers a slight 
advantage considering that the total amount of data handling reduces sharply for the element 
assembly, where the valency of the edge nodes varies between 2 and 6 in contradistinction to 
the single valency for the interior data points of the direct integration method. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that this element investigation using the eigenvalue technique 
of stiffness d ifference matrices is preliminary in nature and should be accompanied by similar 
numerical experiments on the structural level to verify quantitatively the qualitative element 
results. 
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IV CONSTITUTIVE LAWS 

In this section a number of engineering theories are considered to describe the material beha
vior in thermal environments. Emphasis is placed on the time rate formulation of constitutive 
relations fitting the scope of the quasistatic formulation. The following discussion is restricted 
to thermomechanical ly simple materials where the response at a given instant of time is deter
mined by the histories of deformation and temperature. 

A realistic material description should conside r temperature dependent material properties 
leading in general to stress-strain relations non-I inear in the temperature. Under non-iso
therma I conditions th is temperature dependency gives rise to time variable materia I behaviour . 
The subtle point of the material ageing will be treated in the following section on thermoela
sticity, where two fundamentally different material descriptions are reviewed and applied to 
solve a thermoelastic problem. Subsequently, the well-known elasto-plastic stress-strain 
relations ar-s extended to include temperature effects including temperature dependent yielding. , 
It wi II be further shown how the engineering theory of creep may be simply incorporated in the 
thermoelasto-plastic material law to account for viscous effects. This general constitutive law 
is then applied to the solution of a realistic engineering problem. 

It should be emphasized that t~e virtual work formulation in terms of the rates permits the in
corporation of very genera I constitutive relations as long as they define the instantaneous 
materia I response as function of deformation and temperature history. For th is direct route 
there is no need to claim the existence of potentials from which the stress-strain relations may 
be derived. 

1. Thermoelasticity 

As introduction, the linear stress-strain relations are briefly reviewed for isothermal conditions . 
The three-dimensional cartesian form of Hooke's law may be stated in matrix notation as follows 

(47) 

where 8' , the stress vector, having six components, is related to the corresponding strain 
vector t by the linearly elastic material law E. involving 21 constants in case of general 
anisotropy . The thermal expansion due to a temperature change may be interpreted as mapping 
of the neighbourhood of a material point into a new configuration assuming all mechanical con
straints can be temporarily neglected. Although the stress free thermal expansion may physi
cally not be possible, this new configuration can be thought of as a reference state from which 
effective, stress producing, deformation is measured. Assuming that the changes of temperature 
remain small in regard to the reference temperature To, the thermal deformation may be de
scribed by the following expression which is linear in temperature 

--Z e =- o( ( T - 1 0 ) = o<. 0 (48) 

where for the isotropic case the vector of coefficients of thermal expansion degenerates to 

with e1, 3 =- 1_ l I I O O o } (49) 

The coefficients of thermal expansion are independent of temperature for changes of temperature 
0 ~T-To less than 40°( [2]. This linear form of the fundamental decomposition for thermo

mechanical deformation forms the basis of the well-known generalisation of Hooke's law also 
named after Duhamel-Neumann 
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~ = l:. + 11.s = e. + ~ g = E -I G' + 0(. e (50) 

or 

'°,.. E (~-0( 8) = E ~ + G~ = E. ?)' + 'C.e (51) 

where the initial temperature stresses are defined by 

and ft, .. - E. O(_ (52) 

Under the assumption of weak coupling the distribution of transient temperatures can be con
sidered prescribed at each instant of time as 

T =- T(l) and 8 = 0 ( t) (53) 

Hence, for temperature dependent materia I properties the thermo I stress anal ys is involves age
ing material properties or in other words a time variable system since 

£ (T) 

f.:, ( T ') = 

E (l') 

j'::, (l') 
(54) 

For non-isofhermal conditions there are two possibilities to describe the elastic material re
sponse, which differ fundamentally if temperature dependent material properties a re considered: 
the classical hyperelastic formulation and the hypoelastic characterization wh ich are summa
rized below [1] . 

a) Hyperelastic Formulation 

In the classical sense an elastic material possesses a natural state in thermodynamic equilibrium 
at which 6"=o and 1=- 1o exhibiting a unique one to one correspondence between stress and 
strain in an appropriate neighbourhood of th is reference state. The materia I is character ized 
by its return to the natural state after removal of loading, or in other words the domain of the 
hyperelastic response functional contains no history effects. From this postulate of elasti c 
material behaviour (51) can be generalized, leading to the following 11 integral 11 relation 

Tr '° ... E ( t ') j + j f-:, Ct.') d 't:'. ( 55) 
To 

Equation (55)describes essentially an ageing viscoelastic material with infinitely short memory. 
It should be emphasized that this characterization is restricted by the definition of an appro
priate neighbourhood from the natural state. Formal differentiation in time furnishes the equi
valent rate formulation exhibiting non-homogeneous terms in 'lf and 0 

<i; "' E. C-t ) ~+ft:, C+-; G + E.Ct)"lf + ft>Ct)e (56) 

This equation represents a total differential ensuring reversibirity and path-independency of the 
thermoelastic process. These properties are intrinsic prerequisites for the existence of a thermo
elastic potential from which hyperelastic stress-strain relations are usually derived. 

It should be noted that due to the temperature dependence of E. and p equation (56) is basi
cally non-linear in temperature. In spite of this non-linearity there is no need to pursue an 
incremental approach for the thermal stress analysis. Since the temperatures are prescribed in 
the uncoupled problem the total stress relation of equation (55) can be used directly to deter
mine the hyperelastic response at any instant of time. Note that in this case the material must 
possess a natural state to which it returns after unloading and that an appropriate neighbour
hood is defined for the excursions from this reference state. 
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b) Hypoelastic Formulation 

In contradistinction to the hyperelastic description, the hypoelastic characterization of an 
elastic solid is formulated without reference to a natural state, and expresses the components 
of st ress rate as homoge neous linear functions of the components of the total strainrate and 
temperature rate . 

+f.:, (-f)T (57) 

This implies that this constitutive law involves in addition to the homogeneous state variables 
8', ~ and I only mechanical properties characterizing the instantaneous state of the solid. 

These t ime variable moduli are independent of the speed at which changes of the state vari
ables are affected. Thus 

• • 
E Ct) ~ ft, Ct) :. 0 (58) 

An equivalent integral formulation may be obtained from the principle of superposition on the 
rate expressions 0- , if and t . The wel I-known step formulation for ageing hypoelastic 
materials yields the following total stress expression 

t 

<;; (t) ~,J I:. (t) Jt { 8 Ct) - Q c, ) } dt (59) 

After integration by parts the equivalent impulse formtJlation furnishes 

0 (-l') • E. (-l-_) { ~ (+.') - Q (l') } - tj d ;t ='> { g (t; - 9 (t") Jd'i: (60) 

where the pseudo temperature 8 is defined by t~ 

{) ({) =TI Ol ('C) cl_'t: (61) TJ 
The integral formulations clearly show that the stress at time t is a function of the entire strain 
and temperature history, the functional being linear in strains, but non-linear in temperature r 
Hence, this characterization basically implies that the elastic solid exhibits path dependency 
and irreversibility due to ageing effects similar to viscous phenomena. It should be remarked 
that the theory of hypoelasticity forms the basis for the hereditary integral representation of 
viscoelastic behaviour . 

A comparison between the impulse formulation of equation (60) and the hyperelastic stress
strain relation (55) indicates that both material characterizations of elastic bodies coincide 
for time-invariable systems. Of course, the same conclusion is reached from a comparison of 
the analogous rate formulations, equations (56) and (57) • It is obvious that, if atten-
tion is restricted to close neighbourhoods of the natural state, such that constant material pro
perties prevail, then the hypoelastic formulation degenerates to the hyperelastic one. 

c) Numerical Implementation 

The finite element analysis of the transient thermoelastic problem reduces to a straight-forward 
application of the in it ia I load concept, see equations ( 16) and (20). 

The integral relationship of the hyperelastic formulation (55) yields for temperature dependent 
mechanical properties a time-variable set of equilibrium relations of the following form 

J{(t) r (l") = "R, (l') + 'R, 8 (l') 
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Note that the instantaneous stiffness K(t) as well as the initial loading due to temperatures 
'R 8 (t) can be evaluated directly for any stage of the prescribed transient thermal conditions. 

For temperature independent mechanical properties equation {62) reduces to a t ime-invariable 
system in which K(t)=-K, such that transient temperature conditions involve solely the solu
tion of a number of loading conditions. 

The rate type relationship of the hypoelastic formulation (57) furnishes for temperature depen
dent material properties a time-variable set of incremental equilibrium relations of the follow
ing form 

(63) 

It should be emphasized again that the hypoelastic sol id requires an incremental strategy for 
the thermo I stress analysis, since the whole temperature history needs to be considered. There
fore, this formulation is far more laborious than the total stress analysis for the numerical im
plementation of hyperelastic material behaviour. In case of temperature independent mecha
nical properties the incremental equilibrium equation degenerates to equation (62) with a time
invariable stiffness. 

d) Example 

In conclusion the trcnsient thermoelastic stress distribution is determined for an II infinite" 
medium with a spherical cavity, the boundary of the cavity being subjected to the sudden 
temperature rise 8, = 600° F. Both, constant and temperature dependent material properties 
are dealt with using a hyperelastic and a hypoelastic description of the elastic behaviour. 
Thispolarly symmetric problem is selected as theoretical solul'ions are available for comparison 
with the finite element results for the case of constant material properties [16] as well as for 
the case of temperature dependent properties [17] • 

For the finite element analysis the infinite medium is idealised by a finite cylinder with a 
radius ten times the radius of the inner cavity and a height equal to the diameter of the cylin
der. Because of symmetry only the upper half of the cylinder needs to be anaJysed. Both, the 
transient heat conduction analysis as wel I as the thermoelastic stress analysis is carried out 
using the same finite element mesh lay-out which is illustrated in Fig. 16. 192 axisymmetric 
TRIAX 6 elements are used to discretize the cylindrical structure with the cavity involving 425 
nodal points. The reader is referred to [15] for a description of the triangular ring element 
TRIAX 6 having 6 nodes. 

Two cases a re treated, a medium with constant, temperature independent material properties 
and a temperature sensitive medium exhibiting more realistic material properties as occur in 
the case of SAE 1095 steel [18] • The temperature dependency of the elastic constants is 
described by 

Shear modulus 

Poisson's ratio 

Thermal expansion 

G = I1 .ss x 10G ( 1 - o.~4G~"' ,o-" .Q'-) 

\I' == 0 . !.4 S + 0.7 "- 102. ( G - ~GS J Y!> 

0. G'S J<. ,o-5 ( I+ 082~1 )(. ,a-~ G J 
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Fig. 17 illustrates the variation of the elastic properties with temperature. For the finite ele
ment solution of the heat conduction problem the thermal diffusivity t/s>c. is assumed to remain 
constant. The boundary conditions of the thermal problem consist only of the prescribed tempe
ratures 01 = 600 ° F at the inner surface of the cavity and 85 = ()0 F on the outside surface. 

In order to simplify the comparison with the theoretical solution the following non-dimensional 
quantities are introduced 

Time 't: -
I ~ t o_t. ~c 

Temperature G,..= 8/gi. 

4 1- v 
Radial Displacement u = 

I+\' c::,/.0 9i. 0.. 
Ur (65} I" 

lt 1-Y Radio I Stress li5 r " (or 
2.(1 H) (::,. 0(0 e;. 

Hoop Stress * ,_ y 

G-\. • 
l. ( ,~ v)G0 (1(0 G: 

~t 

To define the geometry of the problem, the radius of the spherical cavity is taken as Q.= 1.0 

and the thermal diffusivity is assumed to be l/~c=l.o. Since the theoretical solutions are 
based on thepolarlysymmetric treatment of the infinite medium, the results of the problem are 
only p~esented at various radial distances of the midsection through the cavity. 

"' Fig. 18 illustrates the radial distribution of the transient temperatures e =-0/el after the sud-
den temperature rise 0; = 600° F at the cavity. The results of the theoretical heat conduc
tion analysis for the infinite medium agree very wel I with those of the finite element solution 
for the cylinder. In the vicinity of the spherical cavity there is virtually no difference be
tween both results. The time integration of the heat balance equation was carried out with 
variable time steps ranging from "t' ca 1/n to -r-= 4 , 

Two parameters are investigated by means of the following transient elastic stress analysis, the 
influence of temperature dependent material properties and the type of elastic formulation. 

In Fig. 19, 20 and 21 displacements and stresses are compared in a temperature-sensitive and 
insensitive medium at different times --c after the temperature rise at the cavity. In the 
case of temperature-independent material properties, the finite element results for the cylinder 
are shown in addition to the theoretical solution for the infinite medium presented in [16] • 
The finite element results for the temperature-sensitive medium are obtained using the hyper
elastic formulation; this means that at every instant of time the tangential stiffness ha~ to be 
determined from the temperature dependent material properties of Fig. 17. It should be men
tioned that a linear interpolation scheme is used to describe the variation of the elastic moduli 
within each TRIAX 6 element. Fig. 19 ii lustrates the radial distribution of displacements at 1 

various titnes ,: • Note, that the displacements at the spherical cavity remain zero irrespective 
of the temperature rise at the cavity. For the temperature-insensitive properties there is very 
little difference between the analytic and the finite element solutions; these results deviate 
considerably from the temperature-sensitive results in regions of high temperature gradients. 
Fig. 20 presents an analogous illustration of transient radial stress components. Again, there 
is a significant difference between temperature-sensitive and insensitive properties in areas of 
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high temperature gradients. It may be of interest that the violation of the stress boundary 
condition C3'; = 0 at the cavity is very small in comparison to the large changes of a-': in 
radial direction, hence the discretisation error seems negligible. In case of the long-term 
response of radial stresses the analytic solution deviates considerab ly from the finite element 
results in regions influenced by the different boundary conditions. Fig. 21 illustrates the dis
tribution of tangential stresses at various times. The re is hardly any noticeable difference 
between the two finite element solutions except right at the spherical cavity. 

In Fig. 22, 23 and 24 transient displacements and stresses are compared in a temperature
sensitive medium, the response of which is described either by the hyperelastic or hypoelastic 
formulation. The finite element results are shown for the cylinder in addition to the corre -
sponding theoretical solution of the infinite medium, presented in l171 . The finite element 
solutions are obtained using both, the total stress approach of the hyperelastic formulation for 
different instants of time, and the incremental stress approach of the hypoelastic description, 
proceeding through the temperature history. Poisson's ratio is assumed to remain constant at 

)) = 0.4 since the theoretical results are based on that value. Fig. 22 illustrates the radial 
distribution of displacements at various times. Note that there is very I ittle difference be
tween the hyperelastic and hypoelastic results even in regions of high temperature gradients. 
The deviation of the analytic results can be explained due to the difference between the ana
lytic and finite element temperature distributions, arising from the dependency of conductivity 
on the temperature in the former case [171 . The transient radial st ress components, i llustra
ted in Fig. 23, exhibit a more pronounced effect of the two possibilities to describe the elastic 
behaviour. Again, the long-term results of the analytic solution deviate considerably from the 
finite element results in regions influenced by the different boundary condition. Fig. 24 illu
strates the distribution of tangential stresses at various timesr these components are hardly affec
ted by the two alternative formu!'ations except near the spherical cavity. 

In conclusion one may state that a realistic stress analysis should accommodate the temperature 
dependence of mechanical properties, since the assvmption of temperature insensitivity under
estimates considerably the structural response. The type of formulation to describe the elastic 
behaviour seems to have little influence onto the results. However, this statement applies only 
to the type of problem considered here, where the temperature sens itiv ity of the material pro
perties remains relatively smal I. On the other hand, these quantitative results indicate that the 
hypoelastic formulation can be utilized if an incremental formulation is necessary, such as in 
plasticity and viscoelasticity. However, this costly method does not justify the expense, if 
applied to account for path dependency due to temperature dependent elastic properties in a 
transient thermal environment. 

2. Thermoelastoplasticity and Creep 

Following [19} and [21] the flow theory of plasticity is first reviewed in regard to non-iso
therma l conditions without taking recourse to thermodynamics. Subsequently, the general con
stitutive law is specialized to construct a set of thermo-elasto-plastic stress-strain relations 
which can be used to solve realistic engineering problems where high stresses of short duration 
occur under applied loads and temperatures. After presenting the time-independent stress-strain 
relation for plasticity, the formulation is extended to incorporate creep. Omitt ing history de
pendence of creep deformations, the phenomenological description of the engineering theory 
of creep is dealt with, which provides a simple means to account fo r viscous effects in metals. 
It is shown t~at the initial load techniques for the iterative solution of plasticity problems are 
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easily adjusted to incorporate creep. In conclusion an example is presented to illustrate the 
thermo-elasto- plastic and creep behaviour on a rel!llistic engineering problem. 

a) Thermo-elasto-plastic Formulation 

Consider an elasto-plastic workhardening solid where for a given state infinitesimal changes 
of temperatures and stresses produce a unique infinitesimal change of elastic and plastic stra ·ns. 
It is assumed that the constitutive law is homogeneous of order one involving only the time 
rates ifr, ~P and T , while the material properties characterize the instantaneous state 
of th e ;o lid a nalogous to the hypoelastic formulation. An additional state variable need to be 
defined to desc ribe the dissipation of mechanical energy via 

t r t. • i "" .\ 6 '1..,, dl (66) 

0 

where g_ denotes the workhardening parameter as a non-decreasing function of time. It is 
further assumed that there exists a function of the state variables f( er, 1?P,T,{) which de
scribes initial and subsequent yield surfaces for all plastic states. The time rate of the loading 
function f is utilized to define loading between two plastic states f and ~+df, where 

f> = d~ i elf ,;._ + JR + + 8~ ~ (67) 
i 96 + ~ ·t.-P a T ~ 

The state of loading is defined by f=O. 

{ 
< o Unloading 

and .EL i- + ..§!.:L T = o Neutral Loading (68) 
81;' .9T 

· ) O Plastic Loadirig 

The "normality condition", which follows from Drucker's stability postulate for inelastic ma
terials [20] , forms the basis of the associated flow rule 

. ') ~ 
'Yl_ 'P = vt .9 Co t 

The positive scalar } can be evaluated from Prager's consistency condition f · O 

:}__ = -
( _c1~_ is + _a~_ t- \ 

s ea aT J 
----

(~ d~ llr1::\ ~ 
~1> + a[""" J~T 

(69) 

(70) 

The generality of this formulation leaves ample room for experimental evidence which can be 
described by a variety of yield conditions and flow rules. 

To be specific, the following discussion is concerned with the extension of the von Mises yield 
condition and the Prandtl-Reuss flow rule to non-isothermal conditions with temperature depen
dent hardening in extension of the formulation presented in [38]. For cyclic loading condi
tions, Prager's method of kinematic hardening or Ziegler's modification of this theory could be 
easily incorporated to account for the Bauschinger effect. Furthermore, in case of non-metallic 
materials the yield condition and flow rule could be adjusted to include the effects of hydro
static pressure similar to Drucker's formulation for materials with inte~nal friction and cohesion. 

The formulation below is restricted to isotropic conditions where 

y t.) E. :. .2.G ( I + 1-.2.v (2 !.,\e!>,3 (71) 
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For duality of stress and strain transformations the corresponding stress and strain vectors are 
defined as fol lows 

QS = { 6..,. <o'1'1 <5" H \2. Gi ,,.~ IT Q;~~ It loo .. ! 
2i 1 <S><>< ~h'1 ~i"' it_ z( --~ ff ~~'to ~ '6""" J (72) 

For thermo-elasto-plastic behaviour the total deformation can be decomposed into . . 
g = e. + ytP + 0( T (73) 

For meta ls experimental evidence indicates that the initial yield cond it ion and plast ic defor
mation are not affected by hydrostatic stress and that plastic deformation takes place without 
volume change. Therefore, it is convenient to decompose stress and strain into hyd rostatic 
and deviatoric components 

and (74) 

For isot ropic materials the initial yield function may be expressed entirely in terms of the in
variants of the deviatoric stresses. The most widely used yield function, also known under 
the name of von Mises, describes the incipience of plastic deformation by the second invariant 

() 2, i. -!2. ;;;,'2..,-2_ -t. 
i = T ~» <oD - (o = 0 .... V 2.. 'ol) 1oz, (75) 

This yield condition also provides a definition for the scalar funct ion Er , t he so-called 
von Mises-equivalent stress, in terms of the deviatoric stress components. The associated flow 
rule yields then an expression for the plastic strain increment in terms of deviatoric stresses 
and an unknown scalar function '.i\.. 

(76) 

This scalar '.A. can be determined either with laborious manipulations from equation (70) or 
directly from the workhardening expression 

0 t • - ~ 

~ = 6~ 'l,, ,a. 6 1l_"P (77) 

This definition of the equivalent strain ~" ensures that the plastic work remains the same for 
uniaxial and multiaxial conditions. Substituting equation (76) into equation (77) one obtains 
readily .:.. 

J • --,:T 'l.,,. (78) 

Inserting 1 into the flow rule (76) leads subsequently to the following expression fo r the pla
stic strain increment 

with (79) 

In thermal environments the equivalent plastic strain is a function of stress and temperature 

ii_,,.. lt. ( ~' T) -(> 11.._'l> - -'-€-+~i- (80) 

with 
) 

3 = 
~~ and ~: # (81) 
a~1> 
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The physical significance of the parameters J and ~ is illustrated in Fig. ·25. This formu
lation was first presented in connection with the elasto-plastic matrix displacement analysis 
in [32] • 

There are two possibilities to proceed from now on: The equivalent plastic strain-rate can be 
defined either in terms of the effective stress rate or directly in terms of the total strain rate, 
leading to the following initia I load schemes. 

"Initial Strain Approach" 
-l . . t 1' " ftp ( s Ci5 I T ) 

This formulation describes the equivalent plastic strain-rate in terms of the increment of the 
elastic energy of distortion 

~ 1> - t ~ + ~ i- ~ 1 st w + ~-;- (82) 

tead ing to the following form of the flow rule . 
• I t. . T 

, .. = T S$ <o + ~~ (83) 

The total deformation rate can now be expressed by 

• • -I • I i: • { .) T 
S .. e. + 'rtP + oc. T - E. fi5"" + 1° s s. ~ + , ~ s + o< (84) 

Hence, the desired strain-stress-temperature rate relationship can be written as 

~ = e:' ( :r. + T ss "t) ti:; + ( ol. + ~ ,!\ J T (85) 

Note the additional plastic loading term cs,S T arising from the temperature dependence of 
the hardening law, see equation (80) . 

"Initial Stress Approach" 

This formulation describes the equivalent plastic strain-rate in terms of the increment of the 
total energy of distortion 

I t.,-c• • .} T. T s C. i - 'l,, - 0( T + ~ 

t. 1 T 
S 8 + j+ 3G ~ (86) 

leading to the fol lowing form of the flow rule 
t . 

s .s ~ + • 'Y\! == 

. 
~ST (87) 

This forms the basis of the desired thermo-elasto-plastic stress-strain-temperature rate law, 
where the effective stress rate is defined by . 

Co ,. (88) 

s .. F ~ + G t (89) 

The "tangential" therm~lasto-plastic material behaviour is described by F and G, where 
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F "' E (I. - 2.6 (90) 

and 
G = - E. ( al + ~s) (91) 

This thermo-elasto-plastic constitutive law furnishes the desired linear relationship between 
stress-, total strain- and temperature rates, which is strictly valid only in the d ifferential 
sense. 

It should be noted that the fi rst terms on the right hand sides of equution (90) and (91) repre
sent the linear elastic portion of the constitutive law and that the second terms constitute 
their corrections due to plasticity. It is easily verified that the tangential material law in 
equation (90) is the inverse of the first term o n the right-hand side of the tota l strain rat e 
relationship, equation (85) • 

b) Extension to Include Thermal Creep 

The following discussion is restricted to the engineering theory of creep for meta ls in which it 
is assumed that the material does not possess any memory. This characterization of creep be
haviour has very much in common with the theory of plasticity. There, strain increments a-re 
considered only in respect to a monotonically increasing parameter instead of real physical 
time as in the case of creep. In the following it is supposed that there is no interaction be
tween the time independent plastic deformations which are thought of as occurring inrtantane
ously,and the creep deformations developing during a time interval. It should be emphasized 
that this working hypothesis of no coupling between plastic and creep deformation is open to 
questions. In the formulation of a unified theory [22, 23] for rate sensitive di ssipative proces
ses the uncoupled engineering theories of creep and plasticity play the role of two extreme 
abstractions; but at the present it is only for those that quantitative experimental data a re 
available which can be used in structural analysis . 

. 
The total deformation rate ¥ can be decomposed into instantaneous and time dependent com-
P9nents . 

iI - i + 11_1> + ac. T + ;,_ C (92) 

In contradistinction to the plastic strain-rate "IP which is derived from the current state vari-
ables T , ct or ·¥ and their time derivatives, the creep strain-rate "le. is fully defined 
by the state of temperature T , stress S and a hardening parameter as shown below. The creep 
strain-rate forms hence a prescribed initial strain-rate similar to that due to temperature changes. 

Corresponding to plasticity it is assumed that only deviatoric components contribute to the energy 
dissipation in case of creep in metals. Hence, the von Mises yield criterion and the Prandtl
Reuss flow rule provide a consistent tool to describe the energy dissipation of the tensor field 
variables by equivalent uniaxiol quantities, see equations (75), (77), (79). 

Equivalent stress 
_:z 

~ t. 
6 - T 61) 61> 

(93) 
• z •\ 

Equivalent creep strain-rate 1. 
~= "1;" ~., "le 

. 
~ 

Flow rule • - s where 6'c "t.c- 11.. C .s = 2G 
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The question remains then how to compute the effective creep strain-rates 4c. for transient 
stresses and temperature conditions. In the following development attention is restricted to 
the description of uniaxial creep which can be extended to multi-axial states over the mecha
nism of equivalent stresses and strains. 

In the present approach it is assumed that there exists a mechanical equation of state which 
describes the creep rate of the sol id as a function of state variables [24, 25, 26] 

~ C :, .f ( <o I T, -l:. I 'Yl C ) (94) 

This equation implies that at any given time t the creep rate depends on the current state of 
the system and is independent of the path or previous history. However, similar to the pro
blems arising in context with the deformation theory of plasticity there is conclusive evidence 
that the creep rate .;z_c. does also depend on history of stress, deformation and temperature, 
hence the memory theory of viscoelastic-plastic solid would form a more appropriate way to 
describe this type of material response. The question arises then how the creep data, obtained 
from constant stress and temperature experiments, could be used for the case of time-varying 
stresses and temperatures. Different cumulative cre~p theories have been proposed; however, 
only the well-known time-hardening and strain-hardening rules are considered below. 

Time-Hardening Law 

The time-hardening rule assumes that the creep rate depends-only on the current stress, the 
current temperature and the time from i the beginning of the creep process. The creep rate at 
any instant of time is then defined by the following equation of state 

11_c = ~ (1o, T, -l) (95) 

The creep strain may be frequently written as a power function of time 

-,_c = -¥, (<o) fl!. (T) t. e. 
such that 

I 

'Y\_c = -f, (G) 4\ (T) e_ -l 
\:_-I 

(96) 

(97) 

Note that for secondary creep, where t""'' , the creep rate remains constant in time. 

Strain-Hardeni~g Law 

The strain-hardening rule assumes that the creep rate depends only on the current stress, the 
current temperature and the accumulated creep strain. The creep rate at any instant of time 
is then defined by the fol lowing equation of state 

~c"' ~ (<o I T, ~c) (98} 

Elimination of the time t from equatfon (96) and (97) leads to the creep rate expression below 

ri__c "' f. l -f, (lc:i) .f ~ (T) ]'Ye_ ~:~i)/e_ (99) 

Note that for secondary creep, the time-hardening and the strain-hardening method yield 
identical formulae. Fig. 26 illustrates the difference of both hardening rules for a varying 
stress and temperature conditions at time t =t,. Although experimental data rather supports 
the strain-hardening rule, this method may lead to difficulties in describing creep during un
loading if the accumulated creep strain is large. Hence, the simpler time-hardening method 
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is generally favoured for numerical calculations involving primary creep. For multi-axial 
conditions the r~te of creep strain components are determined from equation(93) simply by 
substituting for ~c. either 'the time-hardening or the strain-hardening laws of equations(97)or (99) 

Time-na rdening . 
~c z 

Strain-hardening 
{ (JOO) 

The final rate formulation of an isotropic solid exhibiting elastic, plastic, thermal and creep 
effects can now be written as 

8 "' e_ + "tp+ \\/ -j- i- 't\_a 

( 101) 

An extension of the inverse relationship, equation (88), yields the following express ion for the 
effective stress rate ' - . . . . 

Ci • E ~ =- r ~ + a T - ~"- E .s (102) 

For the definition of the tangential material properties f and G see equation (90) and (91) _ 
It should be emphasized again that the c reep rate components have to be considered prescribed, 
since they are determined from the existing state of stress, temperature and time or equ ivalent 
creep strain and not from their time derivatives. 

c) Numerical Implementation 

The fin ite element analysis of the transient thermal problem involving plasticity and creep 
requires the treatment of a set of coupled first order differential equations. With the help of 
incremental methods this problem reduces to the solution of algebraic equations . Euler's algo
rithm forms a very simple procedure in which the information at the beginning of each time 
step is used for the incremental treatment of the differential equations. There are various al
ternatives possible, such as the modified Euler method or the improved Euler method besides 
the more sophisticated multistep time integration algorithms;. however, the latter are unpractical as they 
create considerable storage problems and require a certain degree of smoothness of the state 
variables with time. The following discussion is restricted to simple incremental strategies 
for solving the quasistatic equilibrium equations. To this end the differential stress-strain re
lation (102),is recast into an incremental form for the finite time interval t, t + tA • The 
resulting equilibrium equation may then be written' as 

( K + K ~) C t) r 1::1. Ct) = R l:l. Ct.) + 'R.,, l:l. co 4- 'R e c/ t) + "R. c. ci. l t) < 103> 

The incremental tangent stiffness Kt..U) may arise from the temperature dependent material 
properties under transient conditions as well as from the non-linearity due to plasticity. The 
increments of prescribed initial loads due to temperature Rei.(l)and due to creep la..c..r..lt) can 
be evaluated directly from (19) for the given thermal condition and the mechanical state at 
the beginning of each time interval. These prescribed initial loads are simply added to the 
mechanical loading. The increment of the "instantaneous" plastic loads 'R.,,t.(t) arises either 
due to the temperature dependence of the hardening law in case of the direct "tangential 
stiffness" approach for the solution of the thermo-plastic problem, or altogether from the 
iterative treatment of the plasticity problem using initial load techn iques. 
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The tangential stiffness method involves the repeated formation and decomposition of the 
structural stiffness matrix for each time increment, a rather costly strategy. Due to the finite size 
of the time interval further refinement is mostly required to avoid accumulation of lineari
zation errors, hence multistep methods or equivalent iterations need to be employed together 
with equilibrium corrections before the beginning of a new time step. In case of temperature
independent properties modification techniques provide a very useful tool to account for lo
calized plastifications. They furnish directly the desired information on changes of the results 
due to single changes in the stiffness without requiring the new formation and decomposition 
of the stiffness matrix [38, 39]. In case of temperature-dependent elastic properties under 
transient conditions the stiffness changes are not restricted to small areas, hence the modifi
cation procedures hardly apply. In case that the elastic properties r~main independent of 
time equation (103) can be recast into the following form 

(104) 

Creep and temperature only give rise to prescribed initial loads which add to the mechanical 
load increments. The non-linearity due to plasticity is treated using initial loaditeration in 
order to avoid the new formation and decomposition of the structural stiffness. This proce
dure accommodates a time variable system, in which the loading accounts for the time change 
of the structure due to creep and temperature dependent hardening as wel I as for the instanta
neous changes due to plasticity [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 38] • 

As mentioned above the formulations of the plastic flow rule in equations (83) and (87) lead 
to two alternative initial load schemes for the iterative treatment of the incremental plasticity 
problem. 

"Initial Strain Method" 

For the initial strain approach the plastic strain increments are defined in terms of the increment 
of the elastic energy of distortion and in terms of the temperature increments, see equation (83). 
These plastic strain increments .;z_,, are then utilized to construct the initial load increment j-rt 
leading to an iterative process, since the current stress increments are not known a priori (38]. 
Fig. 27 a illustrates this formulation for the one-dimensional case. If convergence can be 
assured at all, this method provides better rates of convergence than the alternative initial 
stress approach; on the other hand, the initial strain method breaks down in case of non-
hardening materials, where S = o • 

"Initial Stress Approach" 

For the initial stress approach the plastic strain increments are defined in terms of the total 
energy of distortion and in terms of the temperature increments, see equation (87) • These plastic 
strain increments 1h, are then utilized to construct the initial load increment j"t leading to 
an iterative process, since the current tota I strain increments are not known a priori. Fig. 
27 b illustrates this formulation for the one-dimensional case. This procedure was presented first 
in form of initial stresses in [37].Note that the expression for the flow rule (87) . clearly indi
cates that this method also applies to non-hardening plastic material where s=o; hence this 
formulation enlarges considerably the range of convergence in comparison to the associated 
initial strain approach. It is interesting to note that the differences between the initial stress 
and initial strain schemes arise solely from the alternative descriptions of 1-P in equation 
(82) and (86} . 
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For a detailed theoretical discussion of the numerical implications, such as range and rate of 
convergence, the reader is referred to [38], in which the iterative initial load techniques a re 
investigated. Basically, three methods may be distinguished which are denoted in short by 
DIM, the direct incremental method, ~IM, the normal iterative method, and VIM, the im
proved iterative method. DIM is based solely on load incrementation without iteration where the 
magnitudes of the current elastically suppressed plastic strains are estimated ~irectly from the 
previous load increment. NIM incorporates additionally within each load increment an itera
tive scheme accounting for the error made due to the finite size of the load increment. VIM 
is a Newton-Raphson procedure applied to the plastic variables in order to accelerate the con
vergence properties of NIM. A schematic representation of these initia l load techniques is 
given in Fig. 28 [35, 36, 38]. It shou ld be mentioned that none of these methods alters the 
initial elastic stiffness. 

In the following the results of two elasto-plastic problems are presented to illustrate these 
iterative schemes. The number of iterations necessary to achieve a preset accuracy of plastic 
strains or stresses is of particular interest, as it gives an indication of the range and rate of 
convergence for the individual methods. The first example deals with the elasto-plastic ana
lysis of the statically indeterminate truss, illustrated in Fig. 29, while the second one involves 
the rectangular membrane with central crack, shown in Fig. 30. For both cases a modification 
of the Ramberg-Osgood equation describes the uniaxial stress-strain law 

(105) 

The following material constants are chosen to characterize the aluminium alloy 2024-T 3: 
Young's modulus E. = 11.4 x 106 lbf/in2 , initial yield stress c;-~ = 34 500 lbf/in2, exponent 

m. = 10 and elastic Poisson's ratio v = 0.3 . An elastic solution determines the loading at 
which local yielding occurs first while the subsequent load increments are described by the 
non-dimensional scalar load factor )._ which is incremented by )_ A.==- o . 1 • 

Discussion of Resu Its: 

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the results of the elasto-plastic analyses of both structures shown in 
Fig. 29 and 30. Both tables present the number of iterations necessary to obtain a relative 
error e less than 1 o-4 for the equivalent plastic strain-rates in equation (82) or (86} , 
where 

e" 
I '.!1,i - 'v\;-d 
""""" (-i\_·,-,) 

= \by);\ < 
WIOJI (~;_.) 

-4-
10 (106} 

In addition the maximum equivalent stress is given for each loading step J.. • Both iterative 
procedures, NIM and VIM, are applied to the initial stress and initial strain formulation of 

the non-linear elasto-plastic problem. 

Table 2 presents the results for the simple truss of Fig. 29 verifying the theoretical predictions 
made in [38] in regard to the convergence properties of the normal iterative method. The range 
of convergence of NIM is larger when the initial stress formulation is used versus the initial 
strain formulation, whichdivergesalready at 1. = 1.5. However, if it converges a t all, the 
initial strain formulation converges faste r . Moreover, VIM, the Newton-Ra phson modifi
cation of NIM, improves considerably the rate of convergence if applied to both, the initial 
stress and in itial strain approach. It should be noted that in case of VIM and initial strain, 
the range of convergence is also considerably enlarged in comparison to NIM. 
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Table 3 presents the results of the rectangular membrane with central crack illustrated in Fig. 
30. The comparison for this structure agrees very well with tl:ie theoretical predictions made 
in [38] • NIM-initial stress now requires far less iterations than in the case of the truss. 
Only at relatively high loads the number of iterations can be markedly reduced by the appli
cation of VIM. Whilst NIM-initial stress converges more quickly when the number of con
straints is greater, the converse is true for NIM-initia-1 strain . Even for 1 = l . l there are 
22 iterations necessary and divergence occurs already for 'l = 1.2. Note that VIM-initial 
strain requires in most loading steps the same number of iterations as VIM-initial stress. 

In conclusion it can be stated that VIM improves considerably the range of convergence of 
the initial strain approach as well as the rate of convergence for structures with few kinematic 
constraints. In case of continuum problems the initial stress formulation seems to be suited best 
for automatic computations. It should be mentioned that the improved iterative method VIM 
is considerably more costly per iteration than NIM depending on the number of Newton-variables 
involved. An optimum approach in regard to computational effort is adopted if Newton variables 
are considered only above a certain threshold. 

Two more remarks may be pertinent to the discussion of different initial load techniques: the 
first concerns the treatment of thermo-elasto-plastic problems under transient temperature 
conditions, while the second deals with the-choice of time steps for the creep analysis. From 
equation (80) one can see that there are two sources for plastic loading in the case of transient 
temperature distributions, the customary mechanical source due to the change of equivalent 
stress ~ and the thermal source due to changes of temperature T . Fig. 25 a illustrates the 
two paths which are possible for transient temperature conditions. It clearly indicates that 
very large increments of plastic strains are to be expected for temperature loading, path O-A, 

leadi.ng to numerical stability problems particularly for materials with little strain-hardening. 
On the other hand, unloading due to a temperature decrease from T-i to T, is simply accoun
ted for by increasing the current ~ .... ., ... corresponding to point o by the value at & • It should 
be mentioned that a similar phenomenon occurs in the case of primary creep analysis if cyclic 
loading is dealt with by the strain-hardening method. There unloading is being presented by 
path A-0 in Fig. 26 a, where o may not be reached any more if sufficient strain-hardening 
has preceded unloading. 
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The last comment pertains to the choice of time steps used in the creep analysis. Here the 
same stability problems occur as in the classical numerical treatment of plasticity problems 
with the aid of the direct incremental method, denoted above by DIM. Experience has in
dicated that the increments of creep strriins should be less than the elasti.c strains to insure 
stability, see also [29] 

with O sf ~ o. 2. 5 (107) 

For numerical computations the simplest method is to derive from the prevailing state of elastic 
strain an admissible increment of creep strains wh ich can be easily transformed into a physical 
time step via equation (97). It should be emphasized again that there is a basic difference 
between plastic and creep strain increments due to the homogeneous and non-homogeneous 
definition of these quantities . Iterative techniques simila r to NIM and VIM do not apply to 
the virtua l work formulation of the creep problem in which it is tacitly assumed that the state 
of stress or total strain remains constant within a given time interval for the rate of creep or 
corresponding relaxation method. To this end an extension of the Hell inger-Reissner variat ional 
principle [25] , [28} could provide an alternative platform to deal in a more efficient way 
with the creep analysis of structures. 

d) Example 

A realistic thermal stress ana lysis is performed with the help of the initial load technique on 
a spherical pressure vessel with radial nozzle. The inside of the vessel is subjected to a sudden 
temperature rise for which the steady state temperature distribution is first determined. Subse
quently, the instantaneous thermo-elasto-plastic stress distribution is evaluated for the vessel 
accounting for temperature dependent material properties. Thereafter, the stress redistribution 
due to creep is traced as function of time. Finally, in addition the elasto-plastic stress ana
lysis is carried out for internal pressure under which limit design would predict partial collapse. 

The meridional section of the structure is idealised by 230 axisymmetric TRIXC6 e lements re
sulting in 551 nodal points. The same discretisation is employeq fo r both,the temperature and 
the subsequent stress analysis, see Fig. 31., 

The thermal boundary value problem is defined for the steady state case as follows. The inside 
surface of the vessel is subjected to a prescribed temperature of 2500 C, while the ambient 
air temperature on the outside is 200 C. The upper surface of the nozzle flange and the bottom 
rim of the idealised structure are insulated against heat flow. 

The following thermal material properties are chosen: 

Thermal conductivity i = 0.398 kcal/cmh o C 

Specific heat C = 0. 114 kcal/kg o C 

Heat transfer coefficient between the outside surface of the vessel and the air 

~ = 0.0426 kcal/cm2 h 0 .c 
Density ~ = 7. 9 x 10-3 kg/ cm3 
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Fig. 33 illustrates the resulting steady state temperature distribution in form of contour lines. 

For the subsequent .mechanical analysis of the structure the material constants are taken for 
mild steel where the elastic properties are defined as 

E = 21000 kp/mm2 and v = 0.30 

The coefficient of thermo I expansion is assumed to be temperature dependent 

ct. = <Xio - (oi., 0 - c,/,, o) ( I - 2- )2, ( l 08) 

where 
T, 

o(_ 0 
~ 1.0 X 10-5 1/°C 

o( , o = 1.7 X 10-5 ljoc 

T1 = 720°( 

and its variation is accounted for during the course of incremental loading which is required 
for the thermo-elasto-plastic stress analysis. 

In the plastic range a Ramberg-Osgood type stress-strain law as given in Equation ( l 05) 1s 
used. The temperature dependence of the yield stress is described by 

G''l = C''J O [ 1 ( T ( 7 
- T0 j ( 109) 

where 

(;-Jo = 26 kp/mm2 

To = 850 ° 

'W\ = 20 see Equation ( l 05) 

Fig. 32 shows the unaxial stress-plastic strain relationship as function of the temperature. 

The incremental procedure starts from a stress free reference state with applying a fraction of 
the steady state temperature distribution for each loading step. The final temperature 
condition is reached after 13 increments. Subsequently, the stepwise calculation is continued 
to account for secondary creep effects. The fol lowing creep law given in [ 24] is chosen to 
compute the initial creep strain increment at each time step 

, ( ~ L~r,/m~] )~.s t ['>ec] 2, ' CLI = 2.°->~0 IQ ~ s j s ~ 2.6 e;J) ( 110) 

The time interval was automatically adjusted such that the change of the maximum equivalent 
stress occurring in the structure never exceeded 5% of the instantaneous maximum equivalent 
stress. The procedure was terminated after 21 increments which corresponds to a time of 181 
days. 

Fig. 34, 35 and 36 illustrate the resulting stress distributions. One observes that the plastic 
zones (shaded areas) develop first at the inside of the flange. This may be explained by the 
relatively low temperature at the outside of the flange which prevents the expansion of the hot 
inner portion and thus induces large compressive hoop stresses. Plastification of the inter-
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section between the nozzle and the sphere,where pronounced stress concentrations occur, 
starts only at a later loading stage. Note that in the case of a temperature dependent yield 
surface the maximum equivalent stress is not alone responsible for plastic flow, but rather a 
combination of the state of stress and temperature. Figs. 35 and 36 i llustrate the stress re
laxation due to creep causing a significant redistribution of stresses in the fl ange. 

For comparison, the spheri cal shell wi t h nozzle is also subjected to a monotonica lly increasing 
pressure whereby the temperature and creep effects are disrega rded. Fig. 37 shows the equi
valent stress distribution for the pressure p = 33.4 kp/cm2 at the beginning of plastification. 
The internal pressure is further increased to 90.2 kp/cm2 for which the theory of li mit design 
predicts a collapse mechanism at the junction between the nozzle and the sphere. The stress 
distribution for this limit pressure, whic h is atta ined after 17 loading steps, is shown in Fig. 37. 
It nee again indicates that limit des ign procedures yield but a conse rvativ lowe r bound . 

In conclusion one may state that an important class of thermomechan ica l problems can be solved, 
accounting for plasticity as well as creep by the initial load technique without altering the 
initial stiffness. The extension of this type of analysis to transient temperature conditions 
may seem t rivial, but experience has shown that particularly the temperature dependence of 
the yield surface in general leads to serious convergence problems of the iterative scheme, 
especially if there is little strain hardening. Particular care has to be exercised in choosing 
an appropriate time-step for the associated heat conduction analysis in order to avoid any 
spurious oscillation of the temperature evolution in time and to keep small the plastic loading 
term due to temperature changes. 
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